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design and executed products
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360 Productions
Interior Design & Graphic Design

Introduction
360 Productions based in KSA, was formed with the intention of bringing high quality
of Interior Design & Graphic Design.
We are passionate about style and details and we invest our prestigious knowledge when taking everyday decisions.
No matter how large the project is and how wide-ranging decisions are, we are capable of taking the challenge
without allowing anything to stop the ﬂow of our ideas.
The company now has a rich history, proven by a large portfolio of complete projects ranging from the stage designs, TV
studio designs, stand designs, theater designs, wedding designs & graphic designs up to the international event designs.
At 360 Productions we are always ready to respond to customers’ request, to develop new ideas and to ensure
an original and spectacular service.
The latest methods & newest technologies are at the heart of our work to offer high standard perspectives
& presentations.
We adopt the project, beginning from the CAD drawings and ending by the site execution. In order to meet the challenges
of our dynamic and changing business environment, 360 Productions believes that communication as well as
proper management of the details is essential to the success of the project we plan. We intend to achieve through careful and
active communication with our customers an assessment of their needs, their desire and their budget. Brieﬂy our main goal
is to help the customer in reaching the level of his expectation.
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STAGES

DESIGN & EXECUTION

Stages

Attracting audience, not only
through performances, but
specially through innovative
designs, using the latest
technologies, creating
a master piece.
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WEDDINGS
DESIGN & EXECUTION

Weddings
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Whether you are looking for a
simple, romantic getaway just
for the two of you, or planning a
wedding with family & friends, we
have the expertise to fulfill your
dreams and help you keep within
your budget. Our highly skilled and
experienced team will meet you
with exclusive ideas; each idea is
unique & innovative.

STANDS

DESIGN & EXECUTION

Stands

Our inventive exhibition stand
designs are tailor-made to satisfy
the client inquiries. Creating the
perfect area for your precious
displays and helping you introduce
your product in the perfect way.
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TV STUDIOS
DESIGN & EXECUTION

Tv Studios

Our passion is to create a modern
design. We develop a clear visual
& functional setup to outfit the
camera’s lens & satisfy
the audience’s eye.
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EVENTS DESIGN
DESIGN & EXECUTION

Events

We are widely recognized as a
wholesome, complete events
solution factory. We’re a team
of young, creative, enthusiastic
and dynamic professionals with a
sparkling stream of ideas. Our goal
is to give each & every event
a different Meaning, an Identity.
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THEATRES & AUDITORIUMS
DESIGN & EXECUTION

Theatres & Auditoriums
We go about producing the
outstanding theater/auditorium that fulfils
everyone’s expectations.
We control the process from design
to delivery; this allows us to offer the best
values on quality.
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FLOATING STAGES
DESIGN & EXECUTION

Floating Stages

When the ground doesn’t fit you anymore, we extend your field by invading the water.
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CATWALK

DESIGN & EXECUTION

Elegance, Classiness, Modernism. you can float over our catwalk with a feeling of pride.
what we seek for executing, is what you dream about reaching.
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f a c t o r y

p r o d u c t s
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TENTS
ALUMINUM

Aluminium Tent
material: - Aluminum structure
plastic cover - water proof

width: a21-m
height: b-3m c7-m
length: upon request
use: events
color: white
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TENTS
ADJUSTABLE

Casual tent

material: Iron Structure
width: a16-m
height: c-6m d12-m
length: b12.2use: events
color: custom
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TENTS
ROYAL

Royal Tent
material: Iron structure - fabric
width: 20m
height: a-8.7m b-11.5
length: 50m
use: events
color: upon request
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SUMMER TENT
PRACTICAL

Summer Tent
material: Iron structure - fabric
width: 5m
height: 5m
segment: 5m
length: upon request
use: events
color: upon request
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GRAND STAND
PUBLIC

Grand Stand
material: iron structure
wood - carpet

size: upon request
use: Concert - festival -

graduations - divers events
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GRAND STAND
DESCRIPTION
The Grandstand structure comprises a system of frames welded with interlocking system, ties, braces, beam & deck
units that lock together to form a quick erect, structural support system.
Frames with height of 1.0m are linked together to provide a support structure that have a slope of 150mm rise onto
which the deck units are installed to provide a continuous terraced surface.
Seat units and balustrade units are fixed to the terraced decks to provide a safe secure interlocking seating area
with a rise of 150mm.
Seat Units
Bucket Seats made of U.V. stabilized Polypropylene with bright and smooth appearance, color navy blue
Balustrades and Safety Rails
Side balustrades are connected to the deck units and to the frame and are positioned to provide a barrier height of
1100mm above the deck level.
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STANDARDS & CODES OF GRANDSTANDS
In order to enable the Grandstand to be used in events around the world, our grandstands have adopted the following
standards & codes in each country:
• UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
All design specifications of our temporary grandstands and seating are address to the specific requirements of the
Life Safety Code ® Handbook published by the United States of America National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
and
Uniform Building Code of America (UBC)
• AUSTRALIA
The design specification of grandstands are all compliant to the Uniform Building Code of Australia (BCA).
• BRITISH
The following are the standard codes that grandstand design specifications has adopted:

Standard
BS5950: Part 1 : 1985
BS6399: Part 1 : 1984
BS6399: Part 2 : 1984

Description
Structural use of steel work in building
Design loading for the building – Code of Practice for
Dead and Imposed Load
Loading for building
- Code of Practice for win load

The Building Regulations, 1985 the Department of Environment Construction Design & management Regulation (CDM)
1995;
Guide to Safety Act Sports Grounds, 1997 Department of National Heritage (Green Guide);
Temporary Demountable Grandstands – Guide on Design, Procurement and Use. 2nd edition, 1999, the Institution of
Structural Engineers; and
Design for Health, Safety and Welfare at Pop Concert & Similar Events (Purple Guide).
Other standards and codes that grandstands design comply with are of
• FRANCE
NFP90-500 Stands – Demountable Stands Material Resistance Requirements Test Typical file, French Norm.
• MALAYSIA
Malaysia Uniform Building by Law (UBBL) 1984 (G.N5178 /85) as of 10/04/1999
Part V : Structural Requirement and Part VII : Fire Requirement
• SINGAPORE
Building Control (Temporary Buildings) Regulations [ cap 29, Rg.9] Regulation 4.
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CONCERT STAGES
PERFORMANCE

Concert Stage
material: iron structure
wood - carpet

size: upon request
use: Concert - festival -

graduations - divers events
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PLATFORMS
LEVELING

Platforms

We design a generic and scalable
platform for all types of
flooring and execute it in a heavy
and stable leveling mode.
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STAGE CURTAINS
ELEGANCE
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EXHIBITION ROOMS
EXPOSITION

Stand

Stand

material: steel
size: upon request
use: exhibitions
color: light gray

material: wood
size: upon request
use: exhibitions
color: brown stone
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BARRIERS
FENCING & ZONING

Barriers
material: steel
size: 4m x 1.2m
3m x 1.1m
2m x 2m
2m x 2.1m
use: events - fencing - zoning
color: silver

HotelBarriers
material: steel
use: events - zoning
color: chrome
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BACKSTAGE ROOMS
BEHIND THE SCENES

Backstage (coulisse)
ACCESSORIES

cloth hangers
full length mirrors
make-up mirrors
fans
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PUBLIC TOILETS
FACILITIES

Toilets
multiple cabinet
& single cabinet
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TABLES

CATERING SUPPLIES

Wood Tables
Rounded shapes

material: wood - steel
diameter: 180cm
capacity: 10-12 persons

Plastic Tables
Wood Tables
Rectangle

material: wood
width: 90cm
length: 180cm
use: 10 persons

Rounded shapes

material: plastic
diameter: 80cm
use: 6 persons
color: white
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CHAIRS

PLASTIC - FOLDER - BANQUET

Banquet Chairs
material: steel - fabric
color: upon request

Folder Chairs
material: steel - plastic - fabric
use: VIP seats
color: Navy blue
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Plastic Chairs
armed chairs & without arms
use: public use
cover: color upon request
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m e d i a
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p r o d u c t i o n

Special Visual Effect For Stages
E X E C U T I O N / A N I M AT I O N D E S I G N S

Special Media Production
Development For Tv Programs
D E S I G N I N G / D E V E LO P I N G S O F T WA R E S
FOR TV PROGRAMS

Designing Laser Shows
W E C R E AT E , D E S I G N A N D P R O D U C E
S P E C T A C U L A R S PA R K L I N G L A S E R
LEAVING OUR AUDIENCES WITH
A LASTING IMPRESSION!

Media Production

3D Mapping, AUDIO/VIDEO,
SOUND EFFECTS, VISUAL EFFECTS,
3 D A N I M AT I O N S .
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l i g h t
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e q u i p m e n t

Whole Hog 3
Regia 2048
REGIA 2048 Live is a new lighting console designed and
manufactured for a wide range of professional
applications.
REGIA 2048 Live features are among the best in its
category:
2048 DMX channels, four independent DMX lines, a 12
touch screen monitor and a 12 TFT monitor, on-board
CD burner, built-in hard disk and two SVGA outputs for
outboard monitors to display the status of each fixture
used via a cutting edge graphic interface. Motorized
A & B Masters, track ball to accurately position mirrors
and moving heads, Shape Engine, personalities library
for all major fixture models, unlimited multi-part cues.
REGIA 2048 Live comes in a sturdy metal chassis with
very low weight and compact dimensions, facilitating
transport and installation.
The unit also has an integrated UPS which ensures
approximately 30 minutes free-standing operation in
the event of a power failure, and it’s protected against
incorrect connection to a 380V mains power supply.

The Wholehog 3 represents the contemporary evolution
of a world-renowned lighting console legacy. It has a
refined and sophisticated presence that’s unmistakable:
the unique silhouette, precision-machined aluminum and
sleek blue anodized finish. Sophisticated engineering
and well established control surfaces ensure a creative
programming experience. With the perfect blend of style
and function, the Wholehog 3 console stands at the top of
the Wholehog line as a leader for all types of productions.
For supreme scalability, the console provides two
monitor outputs, keyboard and mouse ports, MIDI input
and output ports, two USB ports, Fast Ethernet
on a rugged Neutrik Ethercon connector, and speakers
with stereo audio output. You’re prepared for everything
from the smallest industrial job to the largest stadium
show, theme park installation or Broadway spectacular.
Preserve show data on a built-in shock-mounted hard
disk with CD-ROM drive and Zip disk drive neatly tucked
away under the armrest.

Prl2004-500
Light controller dmx 512 4
output
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Fresnel 2k

A Fresnel luminaire with a soft-edged
beam - Variable from 7 to 65° 200mm
Ø borosilicate lens - Barndoors
optional - Power: 2000/2500W

Zoom Profile
13 to 35° Zoom - Variable profile spot with
shaping shutters and slots for Iris/Gobo holder
Ø 110mm internal lens Ø 150mm external lens
- Power: 1000/1200W
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688_powerlight_1212d
- 12-channel digital dimmer, 12A per channel
- Thermal magnetic circuit-breaker fo each channel
- 7 equalization curves per channel
- Programmable chases
- Switch-on with recoll of previous status
- Filter ramp time (peak to peak) 250 micro sec
-Software upgrade via RS 232
- DMX In and link-thru connectors
- Automatic frequency selection (50/60 Hz)
- 110-220V single phase 50/60Hz power supply
- 380V three phase 50/60hz power supply
- Forced air ventilation (Variable)
- Overheating protection
- Phase connection control
- Self-testing with indication of any irregularities
- Updatable with programming kit.
DIMENSIONS
•
(HxWxD) 13.3 x 44.2 x 40 cm
WEIGHT
•
Weight: 18 Kg
CODE
•
Powerlight 1212D with connector ILME 16:
020_2463
•
Powerlight 1212D with connector CABUR:
020-2457
•
Powerlight 1212D with connector SOCAPEX:
020-2459
•
Code: 020-2460 (POWERCON)

FOLLOW SPOT
ORLAND FOLLOW
Ideal for many stages and venues, the Orland
Follow is a follow spot with it is own DMX
controller conveniently mounted
on the adjustable operators bracket at the
rear. The Orland Follow may also be remotely
controlled via standard DMX (start address
DMX1) from the light desk to co-ordinate with
other lighting, whilst the operator
concentrates on tracking the subject

Diffusion Hazer
The Diffusion Hazer (DF-50) is a patented machine
utilizing a triple filtered system that breaks down the
Diffusion Fluid (food grade mineral oil blend) to a
uniform 1 micron sized droplet. CAL/OSHA has
concluded that these airborne mistlevels do not exceed
OSHA or CAL.

Antari Hazer Machine
To create the best ambient haze, Antari¡¦s Hazer
machines produce safe, dry, clean, and virtually
invisible haze which enhances the beams from any
projected lighting
equipments especially laser equipments.
The HZ-400 is equipped with an internal,
maintenance-free air compressor, a sophisticated haze
transfer mechanism, and a specially designed liquid
tank. The HZ-400 is equipped with two haze nozzles
capable of producing virtually invisible large volume of
haze
output. The fine translucence and staying power
produced by HZ-400 makes more remarkable by the fact
that with this hazer there are no temperature controls,
hot air and warm-up times during operation. Its internal
compressor is extremely powerful, quiet and very
efficient. With an added on-board DMX which provides
users to control the unit by any DMX 512.
HZ-400 Professional Hazer is the elegant combination
between the ultimate haze quality from high capacity,
low fluid consumption and silent operation demanded by
professionals.
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670_GIOTTO_SPOT_400
LAMP
- MSR 400HR lamp (6.000°K)
- Average lamp life: 750 H
- Hot restrike
- Remote Lamp on/off via DMX
- Lamp power reduction in the event of overheating
- Lamp elapsed time and ignition counters
- 50% lamp power after 7 sec. with shutter or dimmer at 0
COLOUR
- Customizable colour wheel with 8 colours + white.
- 3,200°K colour conversion filter (full CTO)
- 4,000°K colour conversion filter (half CTO)
- 2-tone beams
GOBO
- 4 fixed gobos (effect wheel)
- 8 rotating indexable gobos
EFFECTS
- Linear frost
- Customizable effect wheel
- Colour change in sync with music and/or with blackout.
- Rainbow color
- UV light
- 2 rotating prisms (4 facets and ‘Comet’)
- Linear iris diaphragm
OPTICS
- Motorized zoom 9°-24°
- Motorized focus
DIMMER – SHUTTER - STROBE
- Linear dimmer
- Shutter
- Strobe 1-12 flashes per second, also with music sync.
PAN TILT
- Pan 540° 2.8 sec.
- Tilt 270° 1.7 sec.
- 8/16 bit resolution
- Automatic Pan/Tilt repositioning

INPUT
- DMX 512 - RS 232 input signal
- 23 DMX channels
SET UP
- Settings via on-board microcomputer viewable on display
- Display “flip” function 180° rotation
- Adjustable display brightness
- Fixture running time counter
POWER
- Power supply (universal 90/245V 50/60Hz)
- Electronic Ballast (universal 90/245V 50/60Hz)
CONSUMPTION
- Max consumption: 600 W
- Automatic energy saving in the event of blackout use
DIMENSION
- (HxLxD): 68,1 x 36,5 x 41,2 cm
WEIGHT
- 28,5 Kg
CODE
- 020_2415 Black colour
- 020_2417 White colour
- 020_2421 Silver colour
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671_Giotto_Wash_400
LAMP
- MSR 400HR lamp (6.000 K)
- Average lamp life: 750 H
- Hot restrike
- Remote Lamp on/off via DMX
- Lamp power reduction in the event of overheating
- Lamp elapsed time and ignition counters
- 50% lamp power after 7 sec. with shutter or dimmer at 0
COLOUR
- Advanced CMY colour mixing
- Customizable colour wheel with 7 colours + white.
- Linear colour conversion filter.
EFFECTS
- Internal shutters can be rotated through 180°.
- Rainbow color
- UV light
OPTICS
- Motorized zoom 15°-30°
DIMMER – SHUTTER - STROBE
- Linear dimmer
- Shutter
- Strobe 1-12 flashes per second, also with music sync.
PAN TILT
- Pan 540° 2.8 sec.
- Tilt 270° 1.7 sec.
- 8/16 bit resolution
- Automatic Pan/Tilt repositioning
INPUT
- DMX 512 - RS 232 input signal
- 18 DMX channels
SET UP
- Settings via on-board microcomputer viewable on display
- Display “flip” function 180° rotation
- Adjustable display brightness
- Fixture running time counter
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POWER
- Power supply (universal 90/245V 50/60Hz)
- Electronic Ballast (universal 90/245V 50/60Hz)
CONSUMPTION
- Max consumption: 600 W
- Automatic energy saving in the event of blackout use
DIMENSION
•
(HxLxD): 68,1 x 36,5 x 41,2 cm
WEIGHT
- 24,8 Kg
CODE
- 020_2419 Black colour
- 020_2418 White colour
- 020_2422 Silver colour
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Moving Head Spot Mre 1200 W

Moving Head Spot Mr 700 W
SKILL SPECIFICATIONS
Power£º190V~240V/47HZ~63HZ (90V~260V The power
can order)
Ballast£ºMR£¨Induction£© MRE£¨Electronic£©
Lamp£º
PHILIPS: MSR 400 SA/2 DE(color temp)£º7000k
OSRAM: HTI 700W/D4/75(color temp)£º7000k
All power Consumption£º850W
Control Single£º DMX 512
Control Channels£º18(16 bit)£¬16(8 bit)
Single Flycase Size£¨LxWxH£©£º565*435*935(mm)
Upside down Size£¨LxWxH£©£º835*575*940(mm)
Single Carton Size£¨LxWxH£©£º510*506*758(mm)
N.W£º40 KG(MR) 33KG(MRE)
G.W£º51.2 KG(MR) 44.2KG(MRE)
Motors£º16
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SKILL SPECIFICATIONS
Power 190V~240V/47HZ~63HZ (90V~260V
The power can order)
Ballast MR Induction MRE Electronic
Lamp
PHILIPS: MSI 1200 (color temp) 5600k
MSI 1200W/S (color temp) 6000k
OSRAM: HMI1200W/S XS (color temp) 6000k
HMI1200W/GS (color temp) 6000k
All power Consumption 1400W
Control Single DMX 512
Control Channels 18(16 bit) 16(8 bit)
Single Flycase Size LxWxH 565*435*935(mm)
Upside down Size LxWxH 835*575*940(mm)
Single Carton Size LxWxH 510*506*758(mm)
N.W 40 KG(MR) 33KG(MRE)
G.W 51.2 KG(MR) 44.2KG(MRE)
Motors 16

Led Par 3w Rgb White
Power 165W
IP Rate: IP 64
Control Signal:DMX512
Lamp: 54pcs 3W x 54pcs (54pcs/white)
Airframe Size LxWxH 345 x316 x 332.5(mm)
N.G 8.8 KG
W.G: 9.6 KG

Moving Led 3w
Voltage 190V~240V (90V~260V The voltage can order)
Frequency 50~60HZ
Power 430W
IP Rate: IP 20
LED: 120pcs 3W x120pcs
(red/30pcs,green/30pcs,blue/30pcs,W/30pcs)
Airframe Size L x W x H 515 × 402 × 555 (mm)
N.W: 17.5 KG
G.W: 18.5 KG

Led Wash 3 W White
Power 165W
IP Rate: IP 64
Control Signal:DMX512
Lamp: 54pcs 3W x 54pcs (54pcs/white)
Airframe Size LxWxH 345 x316 x 332.5(mm)
N.G 8.8 KG
W.G: 9.6 KG
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Citycolor

Par-12-22-par64l

Minicity Color
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RGB LIGHT
RGB STRIP
1) Use 30PCS 5050 high output SMD LED
2) Available colors: White, Warm-white, Blue, Green, Yellow, Red
3) non-waterproof,
4) Maintenance free, easy installation
5) Working voltage: 12V DC
6) Power consumption: 7.2W
7) Application:
8) architectural decorative lighting
9) accent lighting
10) border/contour lighting
11) emergency & security lighting
12) auditorium walkway lighting
13) stairway, step lighting
14) rounting, marking
15) backlighting for signage letters
16) pool and spa environment

RGB FLEX STRIP
1) 60LEDs/meter 5050
2) Flexible RGB SMD Strip is flexible
3) slim
4) high brightness RGB LED light
5) ideal for interior(non-waterproof type)
6) external(waterproof type)applications
7) Working voltage: 12V DC
8) rounting, marking
9) backlighting for signage letters
10) pool and spa environment
11) Power consumption: 7.2W
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Lighting Mega Truss
size: 76 x 52cm
High Quality, Aluminum And Steel General Purpose
Lighting And Stage Trussing Designed For Live Stages,
Theatres ...
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Lighting Truss
size: 30 x 30cm
40 x 40cm
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STRATOSPHERE
FABRIC

Stratosphere
Size: 10m diameter ×10m High
Material: PVC fabric
Color: light blue

Size: 15m diameter ×18 m High
Pack: 1.3m×1.3m×2.2m
Weight: 700kg
Material: PVC fabric
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WATER SCREEN

Water Screen
Size: 25m wide x 12m high
Material: steel
Pomp: 50HP
Power: 3phase 380V 80A
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s o u n d

e q u i p m e n t
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SPEAKERS

EAW LINE ARRAY NTL720

Specification
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Product Group

TBA

Operating Mode

Self-powered

Operating Range

75 Hz to 21 kHz

Beamwidth

110° (h) x 12° (v)

Power Handling/Output

Self-powered; 127 dB SPL
(long-term)

Connections

U-Net, AES 1, AES 2, Analog

Rigging/Mounting

Proprietary FastLatch
system (integral)

Dimensions/Weight

9.41» (h) x 24» (w) x 14.28»
(d); 47 lbs

MITO M1582

Specification
Frequency Response

50Hz~18KHz(±3dB)

Low/mid woofer

15”x 1 + 8” x 1

HF driver

1”Throat x 2, 34mm x 2

Continuous Power

900W(RMS)

Impedance

8Ω

Sensitivity

98dB

Horn Dispersion

90°Hor x 40°Ver

Cabinet construction

13-ply plywood

Cabinet finish

Polyurethane coating

Input Connector

2 x NL4R Speakon

Dimension (mm)

450(W) x 700(H) x 450(D)

Recommended Amplifier

1000W/8Ω~1200W/8Ω

Weight(kg)

42kg
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MITO LINE ARRAY

Specification
Mid-size touring sound reinforcement solutions...
for operators who require enough flexibility and
scaleability to do full size arena and shed events...
Yet still do good business within like fair stages, theaters
and live performance clubs.
Featuring the most efficient and effortless rigging system
in the
industry, and exceptionally precise and cohesive pattern
control,Mito line array systems offer tour operators the
ultimate package of performance, function and value.
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MITO M615

Specification
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Frequency Response

45Hz~18KHz(±3dB)

Low/mid woofer

15”

HF driver

2”Throat, 72mm Voice coil

Continuous Power

700W(RMS)

Impedance

8Ω

Sensitivity

99dB

Horn Dispersion

50°~100°Hor x 55°Ver

Cabinet construction

13-plybirch Plywood

Cabinet finish

Polyurethane coating

Input Connector

2 x NL4R Speakon

Dimension (mm)

434(W) x 675(H) x 388(D)

Recommended Amplifier

900W/8Ω~1200W/8Ω

Weight(kg)

37kg

MITO BASS M8118 M8218

Specification
Frequency Response

30Hz~1KHz(±3dB)

Low/mid woofer

18”x 2

HF driver

None

Continuous Power

1400W(RMS)

Impedance

4Ω

Sensitivity

102dB

Horn Dispersion

Bass Reflex

Cabinet construction

13-ply plywood

Cabinet finish

Polyurethane coating

Input Connector

2 x NL4R Speakon

Dimension (mm)

1100(W) x 650(H) x 600(D)

Recommended Amplifier

1200W/4Ω~2000W/4Ω

Weight(kg)

77kg
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MITO BASS M8118 M8218

Specification
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Frequency Response

33Hz~1KHz(±3dB)

Low/mid woofer

18”

HF driver

None

Continuous Power

700W(RMS)

Impedance

8Ω

Sensitivity

97dB

Horn Dispersion

Bass Reflex

Cabinet construction

13-ply plywood

Cabinet finish

Polyurethane coating

Input Connector

2 x NL4R Speakon

Dimension (mm)

550(W) x 650(H) x 600(D)

Recommended Amplifier

900W/8Ω~1200W/8Ω

Weight(kg)

40kg
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MIXERS
M7CL YAMAHA

Specification
M7CL Digital Mixing Console for a mid-range
live application.
Available for 32 channels and 48.
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01V96 YAMAHA

Specification
Digital Mixing Console 24-bit, 96kHz Performance
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BEHRINGER XENYX1204FX

Specification
- Premium ultra low-noise, high headroom analog mixer
- 4 state-of-the-art XENYX Mic Preamps comparable to stand-alone boutique preamps
- Neo-classic «British» 3-band EQs for warm and musical sound
- Studio-grade 24-bit stereo FX processor with 100 awesome presets including reverb, chorus, flanger, delay, pitch
shifter and various multi-effects
- USB/Audio Interface included to connect directly to your computer. Revolutionary energyXT2.5 Compact music
production software included; more free audio recording and editing software downloadable at www.behringer.com
- 2 aux sends per channel: 1 pre/post fader switchable for monitoring/FX applications,
1 post fader (for internal FX or as external send)
- Peak LEDs, mute/alt 3-4, solo and PFL functions on all channels
- 2 subgroups with separate outputs for added routing flexibility
- 2 multi-functional stereo aux returns with flexible routing
- Balanced main mix outputs with gold-plated XLR connectors plus separate control room,
headphones and stereo tape outputs
- Control room/phones outputs with multi-input source matrix
- Tape inputs assignable to main mix or control room/phones outputs
- Long-wearing 60-mm logarithmic-taper faders and sealed rotary controls
- Internal autorange power supply for maximum flexibility (100 - 240 V~), noise-free audio, superior transient respons
plus low power consumption for energy saving
- Rack mount brackets included for ultimate flexibility
- High-quality components and exceptionally rugged construction ensure long life
- Conceived and designed by BEHRINGER Germany
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MICROPONES
WIRED MICROPHONES

SHURE SM81
UNIDIRECTIONAL CONDENSER MICROPHONE

SHURE SM57

UNIDIRECTIONAL DYNAMIC MICROPHONE

SHURE SM58

UNIDIRECTIONAL CONDENSER MICROPHONE
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BETA 87A

SUBMINIATURE CONDENSER HEADWORN MICROPHONES
- Smooth frequency response with gradual presence rise
- Highly consistent supercardioid polar pattern provides
superior gain-before-feedback
- Electronic low-frequency roll-off compensates for proximity effect
- Wide dynamic range (117 dB) and low distortion characteristics
- Very low susceptibility to RFI and electromagnetic hum
- Advanced cartridge shock-mount system absorbs mechanical
shocks and reduces handling noise
- Built-in pop filter reduces undesirable wind and breath sounds
- Reliability for years of trouble-free performance

BETA 57A

SUPERCARDIOID DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE MICROPHONE
- Tailored frequency response provides drums, guitars,
vocals, and horns with studio quality sound
- Uniform supercardioid pattern for high gain before feed-back and superior rejection of off–axis sound
- Hardened steel mesh grille that facilitates use of proximity effect and resists wear and abuse
- Neodymium magnet for high signal–to–noise ratio output
- Minimally affected by varying load impedance
- Advanced pneumatic shock mount system that minimizes transmission of mechanical noise
and vibration transmission of mechanical noise and vibration
- Legendary Shure quality and reliability
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BETA 52

SUBMINIATURE CONDENSER HEADWORN MICROPHONES
- Frequency response shaped specifically for kick drums and bass instruments
- Built–in dynamic locking stand adapter with integral XLR connector simplifies setup, especially inside a kick
drum
- Studio quality performance, even at extremely high sound pressure levels
- Supercardioid pattern for high gain before feedback and superior rejection of unwanted noise
- Hardened steel mesh grille that resists wear and abuse
- Advanced pneumatic shock mount system that minimizes transmission of mechanical noise and vibration
- Neodymium magnet for high signal–to–noise ratio output
- Low sensitivity to varying load impedance
- Legendary Shure quality and reliability

BETA 53

SUBMINIATURE CONDENSER HEADWORN MICROPHONES
- Supercardioid polar pattern provides maximum gain-before-feedback and ambient rejection
- Extended frequency response tailored for vocal performances
- Able to handle extremely high sound pressure levels (SPL)
- Snap-ﬁt foam windscreens stay in place during intensive movement
- Available with an in-line preamp or with a TA4F connector for wireless applications
- Choice of black or tan ﬁ nish to suit your performance environment
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SHURE WIRELESS
SERIE ULX
ULX Standard UHF systems represent a breakthrough
in performance and price for both working musicians
and
professional sound installers. Multiple system
configurations provide limitless options, each with a
choice of legendary Shure microphone transmitters.
Over 1400 selectable,
pre–programmed frequencies are available,
and Automatic frequency Selection provides a
straight shot to a clear channel.

SERIE UR4
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The UHF-R® is a professional, wireless technology
engineered for the most demanding
touring environments and installations.
UHF-R® wireless systems offer unprecedented
flexibility and versatility. Using multiple
frequency bands, up to160 compatible systems can
be used simultaneously. Individual
frequency bands deliver up to 60 compatible systems
per band. The UHF-R also includes infrared
synchronization that allows you to configure
transmitter settings from the receiver.
With multiple system operation and interchangeable
components, UHFR systems also offer a choice of
Single or Dual Channel Diversity Receivers.

L E D

s c r e e n s
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LED SCREEN - MIPIX
LED SCREEN

PH5.62 INDOOR 3IN1
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- PH5.62mm Indoor full color led display screen
- ITEM PARAMETER UNIT
- Pixel pitch 5.62mm
- Pixel density 27778dot
- Pixel configuration 1R1G1B
- LED specification SMD0603
- Driver modeconstant current 1/8 scaned- Display brightness & 1548 &1601 1500cd
- View angle 140deg
- Panel pixel 32&1548 & 1569 16dot
- Cabinet size 732mm x 732mm
- Panel dimension 192 &1548 & 156 96x30mm
- Unit box pixel 160 x 128H x V
- Box dimension 960 x 768 x 130mm
- Refresh frame frequency>300Hz
- Display color 16.7Mcolor
- Grey scale adjusted: 4096grade
- Power consumption Max: 1500 Ave 500w

PH 16MM OUTDOOR

- PH16mm Outdoor full color led display screen
- ITEM PARAMETER UNIT
- Pixel pitch 16mm
- Pixel density 2500dot
- Pixel configuration 2R1G1
- Cabinet size 960mm x 960mm
- LED specification & 1548 é5 ellipse
- Driver mode Constant current driver
- dynamic state/static scaned
- Display bightness &1548 & 1601 5500cd
- View angle 110/40deg
- Panel pixel 16 & 1548 &1569 8dot
- Panel dimension 320&1548 & 1569 160 x 50mm
- Unit box pixel64 x 48H x V
- Box dimension1280 & 1548 & 1569 960 & 1548
&1569 150mm
- Refresh frame frequency>300Hz
- Display colors 16.7Mcolor
- Grey scaleadjusted 256 x 256 x 256grade
- Power consumption Max: 630 Ave: 210w
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LED SCAFFOLDING
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LED SCREEN - MIPIX
MIPIX

P 37

- P 37.5 mipix screen
- Each pixel consists of 4 leds 3in1
- 2 red 1 pure green and 1 pure blue
- 16x16=256 pixels
- cabinet size 600mm x 600mm
- 7.5 kg

P 37

- P 37.5 mipix screen
- Each pixel consists of 4 leds
- 2 red 1 pure green and 1 pure blue
- 16x16=256 pixels
- cabinet size 600mm x 600mm
- 7.5 kg
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PROJECTION SCREENS

CHRISTIE LX650
- 6000 ANSI Lumens
- XGA Resolution
- Lens Shift H & V
- Keystone Correction H & V
- HD Compatible
- Model : Christie lx 650
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PLEXI FLOOR

PLEXI STAGE - DANCE FLOOR

MULTI COLOURED FLOOR

Bringing back the retro look in style! LED illuminated
dancefloors offer great looks and one of the best
ways to encourage people to dance. These panels
are our mid-range units and are 600mm x 600mm.
Using RGB LEDs, the LED dancefloors can create any
number of patterns and colours required, with no
lamps to change.
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LASER SHOW

HIGH-POWER GREEN LASER
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- Voltage:AC220-240V 50/60Hz
- Power:280W
- Laser power BH-8010 10W Green
- Laser color: Green
- Laser Wavelengh:532nm(Grenn)
- Control mode:P C or ILDA control
- Control software:Pangolin or Phoenix
- Light Size: 820 x 650 x 510mm
- Outer Case Size: 820 x 650 x 160mm

STYROPHOAM

DECORATION
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BARRIERS
HEAVY DUTY
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3D PROJECTION
REALISTIC
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PORTACABIN
BACKSTAGE

WC - KITCHEN - SEATING - DINING
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www.360ipro.com
٩٠

info@360ipro.com

